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The battle of Bamet, fought on a foggy morning in April 1471, was one of the
most decisive  battles in the series of conflicts now-known as the Wars of the Roses.
It was the final 'contest between King Edward IV, and his former friend and  ally
Richard Neville, Earl of Warwick. The battle itself is probably most  famous for the

death of Warfivick, the end result of a long and bitter power struggle between both
men. After Barnet, Edward was free to concentrate his forces against  a  Lancastrian

army being raised in the south west by Queen Margaret and her son P_rince
Edward, who had landed on the same day as the battle itself. Together with the

victory at Tewkesbury the following month, the battle decided the result of
Edward’s dramatic and energetic campaign to regain his crown, an event which
would  have seemed  most  unlikely the previous year, following his  flight  from.
England.

Most  modern accounts of the Bamet campaign are based upon the  Arrival]  of
Edward  I  V, the  highly detailed and lucid account of the recovery by Edward of his
throne, written for widespread readership.‘ It is the ‘inescapable basis of all modern
narratives’ but it was written by the winning side and there is no contemporary
work of equal stature to counter-balance the events described.2
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Battles  have been described as  the’commonest subject matter for news-letters
in the later middle ages’.3 One minor source for the battle of Bamet  which  contains
much valuable information and could be regarded as somewhat neglected, is the
newsletter of Gerhard von Wesel, a Hanseatic merchant from Cologne, living in

London during these turbulent  times.  On 17 April 1471, three days after the battle
he wrote a letter detailing events in England from the time of Edward’s landing on

the Humber, to the  battle  itself and its immediate aftermath.“ The military historian

John Adair published  a  translation of the letter with  a  short introduction in 1968, in
which he described  how:  ‘we are brought suddenly nearer to the very stuff of
history’ by the letter.5 This is certainly true, for the letter has an immediacy of its

own, being written so quickly after the  battle. Because of  this, there could be  a high
degree of accuracy in von Wesel’s  account, especially if he witnessed  events
taking place in London himself, and if he was  given  first hand reports of the battle.‘5
The letter was only one of several pieces of correspondence circulating on the
continent  describing the events, result, and casualties of the  battle  of Bamet.7 The

fate of Richard  Neville  was of  prime  interest, as his alliance with King Louis XI of
France against Burgundy, and their plans to dismember the Netherlands had

aroused  great  fear and hatred in  those  provinces. Warwick’s aggressive trade

policy and agreements with France had made him  deeply unpopular  with  many
London and continental merchants who favoured a  return  to trading with the
Netherlands.8 The result of the power struggle in England had far  -  reaching effects

upon relations and trade agreements with  other states, and so held  a  wide interest.
Von Wesel's newsletter provides some unique and intriguing details  of the

campaign and battle of Bamet. In general, chroniclers of the battles during this
period provide few details of strategy, tactics and actual fighting involved, an
intensely frustrating problem which means  that  any details given, however  small
are welcome. A re-examination of the information given in the newsletter and a
comparison of this  with  other sources, may help to  shed  a  little further  light  on the
the  events  at Bamet, particularly in relation to the positions of commanders,
including Richard; Duke of Gloucester, and the numbers of men involved in the

battle.

The  Barnet Campaign
Von Wesel broadly agrees  with  other sources on Edward’s movements during the  A
Bamet campaign. He begins his commentary by writing:

You  know, then, how  this country had  been  under  the  rule  of  King Henry

and  Wan/Vick  for some time. Now it happened  that  King Edward came
from  Zeeland  and landed on the Humber at a place  called  Holderness

with  2,400  men or  thereabouts.’

This  is important because von  Wesel  gives  a  higher number than any other source.
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The  Arrival!  gives  ‘2,000  Englishmen’, Warkworth gives  ‘900  Englishmen and 300
Flemings’, the  Crowland Chronicle  gives ‘1,500 English  with  troops and ships
provided by Duke Charles’, Waurin gives ‘about  1,200’,  Fabyan gives ‘a small
company of Flemings and others not exceeding 1000 in number’, The  Great
Chronicle  of London  gives ‘1,000 Englishmen and as many Flemings’ and later
Polydore Vergil has ‘scarcely 2,000 men-at-arms’l0 Initially Warwick’s
government was eager to emphasise the foreign nature of Edward’s troops, in
contrast to the later  Arrival]  which stressed the 'English’ aspect  of the invasion.”

Von Wesel makes no  mention  of their composition. He describes Edward’s march
via York to Coventry:

the people  along the way joining up with  him;  it  would  take  too long to
describe how and in what manner.  When  Warwick, who at  this  time was

in  London, heard of  this  landing he set out with  such  followers as he
could muster and marched to  meet  King Edward, getting as far as the
town  of  Coventry where the Earl of  Oxford, the Duke of  Exeter, Lord

Beaumont and his own  brother, the Marquis of  Montague  joined  him with
many of  their  followers, although King Edward had cut off and slain

many of the Earl of  Oxford’s  followers on the way there. '1

This action could refer to events at Newark where according to the  Arrival]  a force of

men under the Duke of Exeter, the Earl of Oxford and  Viscount  Beaumont had

scattered following the approach of Edward’s scouts." There were probably several
attempts by companies of men loyal to Oxford and the other commanders to link up

with their leaders at Coventry, so von Wesel’s statement could refer to more than one

action. He then describes Edward’s arrival before Coventry, on or about  1  April and
how the castles of Warwick and Kenilworth were  besieged.  We are then  told  that:

None of the aforementioned  lords  in Coventry ventured out of the town,

though King Edward’s followers  often  displayed their banners before it "

Von  Wesel  intimates an open demonstration of defiance, the display here clearly
attempting to either force Warwick to parley, or tempt him  into  battle. The  Arrival]
and so-called  Short  Arrival], also mention banners being displayed, but this is

during the subsequent meeting with Clarence. The  Short  Arrival]  states  that
Edward and Clarencez‘made their peace  there  in the field with their banners

displayed’.”
This  unfurling and display of banners has already provoked discussion." As

well as the battlefield function of the banners as a rallying point for troops and a
demonstration of who was present in the field, they are an obvious show of power.
It may have  been the first  time  that  Edward had displayed the royal arms after his

return to England, and a clear show  that  he intended to regain the throne rather than
just the Duchy of York, if anyone had really believed  that. A  king present in the
field bearing the royal arms  acted as a powerful incentive for his men and a strong
force to attract new troops, even though the crown was contested.  Open  war was
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now declared and common law suspended, emphasising that  those who rode
against the king displaying unauthorized  banners, faced the penalties of treason."
The act could be interpreted as a sign of Edward’s growing confidence, but may
also reflect  some  anxiety in his  attempts to  coax  his enemies out of their strong
position, which he did not want to attack.

Von Wesel then describes the arrival of the Duke of Clarence  who:
came  from the  West  with  many followers  to aid his  brother, King
Edward, whereat  Warwick  and his  party believed  that  they were coming
to his  help and were convinced  that  Clarence’s  followers  knew  nothing,
except  that  they were  on an  expedition  of some  kind."

This  raises intriguing questions concerning which side the common soldier had
originally expected to  fight  for, with von Wesel hinting of subterfuge against
Warwick and his allies. Even if they had anticipated fighting for Lancaster,
Clarence’s men would  have  known for some time  that  they would be  fighting for
York, if  they had already donned the rose of York over the collar of Lancaster, as

suggested by a letter from James Gresham to Sir John Paston:
As for  tydyngs, here  in  this  cuntre  be  many tales, and non  accorth  with
other.  It is tolde me by the  Undirshireve  that my Lord  of  Clarence  is  goon

to his  brother, late  Kyng; in so  moche  that  his men  have  the  Gorget  on
their  breests and the Rose  over  it."

According to the  Arrival], Clarence arrived with more than  4,000  men.” The

Crowland chronicle states  that  Clarence:
came  to the  king’s  assistance with  a  large  army from the western parts of
the  realm; the  number  of the royal forces increased  daily so  that  the earls
in Coventry did not  dare either  to  challenge  the  king to  fight  or to  take  up
his  challenge  to  them  on the  field  of  battle.  1'

A  lack of supplies is  then  cited by von Wesel as being a  major factor in the
movement of the Yorkist army afterwards, as he  states: ‘thus King Edward had
altogether about 15,000 men’, and  that this  large number of his followers having
exhausted  their provisions  for men and horses marched off towards London.22 This
is certainly a larger number  than  other  sources give for Edward’s army at this
point. However it is possible that the  Arrival]  played down the size of Edward’s
forces, and may have  later misrepresented the numbers who  took  part in the battle,
to increase Edward’s achievements.

Von Wesel then describes the  events  taking place in the  South  where on
Monday 8  April, Edmund Beaufort, Duke of Somerset, his brother John and John

Courtenay, Earl of Devonshire are said to leave London for the west. We are also

told  that  on the following day:
The Duke of  Norfolk, having been under arrest in  London, having heard
of the arrival of  King Edward, slipped  away secretly at the time of the
Great  Mass  to  Norfolk  to  gather  his followers. At the feast-tide  many
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prisoners were collected  belonging to  King Edward’s  party and were

taken to the Tower.  There  on the Tuesday after  Palm Sunday (9 April)

they fought  their  way, into the  Tower, taking their  keepers  and porters

prisoner  and  imprisoning them  in the  Tower.  The  Tower  itself  they took
and  held  by force in  Edward’s  name.”

Von Wesel then tells of the uncertain situation in London and the rapidly changing

events, where on the morning of Maunday Thursday, Warwick’s badge, the ragged

staff  was  still  worn in London, but how  that  afiemoon the  king entered the city

together with his nobles and his army. He describes how the sanctuaries were

opened, and those of Edward’s supporters previously held under arrest by Warwick

were released, increasing the size of Edward’s forces.“ Philip de Commines in his

account  states that Edward:
had  above  2,000  of his party in  sanctuary, among whom  were  300 or 400

knights and esquires, who  were  of great advantage to his affairs.“

Von Wesel goes on to say:

On Good Friday (12 April) King Edward rested in  London  and was

joined by Lord  Howard  and Lord Hasting’s  brother, who had been in

sanctuary at  StJohn’s  in  Colchester, and  many followers. Likewise Lord

Bemers’ son and  heir, his  brother  and many followers  came  to London
from Kent.26

It may be assumed  that  large numbers were now joining Edward’s cause, and on

Easter Saturday 13 April, von Wesel describes how after hearing that  Warwick’s

forces were rapidly approaching London:

King Edward  mustered  on St.  John’s Field  near Smithfield his

aforementioned lords, knights, etc.  numbering no  less than  20,000.”

This  is  a  much larger number than Edward was thought to have commanded at

Bamet, but if von Wesel was present at the muster, or talked to those who were, his

assessment is noteworthy.28 He then states:
Towards evening at  about  four  o’clock  he set  out, taking with  him  King

Henry, towards the  field  at St.  Albans.  And  King Edward had Lady York,

the queen and the  princes, the Bishop of Canterbury taken  to the Tower

for their own safety and security.”

The die was now  cast.

The  Battle  of  Barnet

In the early evening of Saturday 13  April, the Yorkist vanglard advanced rapidly

north towards Warwick’s army. Von Wesel writes:

0n the eve of Easter at  about  seven  o’clock  in the evening, afier King

Edward's army had set out and  arrived  at Homsey Park, six miles from

London, they met up with  Warwick’s vanguard, had  a  skirmish

thereabouts and  pursued them in the dark to  a village  called  Bamet, ten

miles from London.:0
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1.  Battle  of  Earner, lst. Phase. This shows the Yorkist  army advancing north  towards Warwick's  forces, with Gloucester  commanding the  left wing,

Edward the centre  ‘battlc’, and Hastings the  right wing.  The lefi  wings  of  both  armies are outflankcd in the  fog, and the Yorkist  left  is broken by Oxford, in

command of Warwick's  right  wing.  Oxford’s  men pursue the survivors in the  rout  towards Bamct.  Both  Edward and Warwick use reserves to help shore up

their left  flanks.



This skirmish is not described in other  sources, though in the  Arrival]  it does  state
that when Edward’s forces arrived at Bamet:  .

his  afome-riders  had founden the afore-riders of th’ Erles of Warwikes
hooste, and bet them, and chaced them out of the towne, more  some  what

than  an halfe myle.JI

Warkworth’s chronicle simply states that Edward’s host:
were  enterede into  the toune of  Bamet, before the Erle of Warwyke and
his hoste.’Z

It is likely that Warwick’s rapidly advancing scouts were pushed  back, possibly

surprised at the speed of Edward’s advance. Von Wesel  then  says that Warwick’s
forces pitched their camp a mile beyond  Bamet:

right  beside the St. Albans  high  road on a  broad  green.  King Edward’s
followers, not  knowing exactly in the darkness  where  their  opponents
were, rode  onto that  same place in the  night  and pitched their  camp on the
other side of the aforementioned  high road  in  a  hollow, on  marshy
ground, right  opposite Warwick.”

If the camps were pitched on  opposite  sides of the Bamet to St. Albans high road,
this may have contributed to the misalignment of the forces  during battle the

following day when the right wing of both arm'ies overlapped the left." The
Arrival]  echoes this by saying that  as Edward advanced towards Warwick, not

knowing his  enemies’ exact  position in the dark he camped closer to them than he
realised, and also:

he  toke  nat his  ground  so  even  in the front afore  them  as he wold  have
don yf he  might  bettar  have  sene  them, butt  somewhate  a-syden-hande. ’5

It is however likely that  both  forces would have positioned men astride the high
road to  block  the  other’s  advance. We are then told by von Wesel  that:

Warwick  'set  up his  ordonnance  of arquebuses and serpentines

immediately opposite the road  coming from Bamet and the arquebuses
fired  all  night without  hitting Edward’s followers."

In his introduction, John Adair pays special attention to this description of
gunpowder artillery, knowing of no other reference to arquebuses upon an English
battlefield before 1487, but it is not too surprising as English writers during the
fifteenth century tended to use the more generic  word  handgun, rather than the
term arquebus." However in the The  Ballad  of BosWorth Field, possibly composed
within  living memory of the battle of Bosworth the term appears familiar, as we
are  told:

Springals  sped them  speedily,

Harquebusiers’ pellets throughly did  thring;
So many banners  began  to sway
That  was on  Richard’s party, their  king. 3“

We know  that  Edward himself brought  a  contingent of handgunners in his invasion
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force and Warwick could have had them  too.  The serpentines mentioned were

probably field guns, mounted on carriages or  carts  and these  guns  would have been

light and manoeuvrable as Warwick’s progress south from Coventry had been

fairly rapid. In the  Arrival], it states  that:
Bothe  parties  had goons, and ordinaunce, but  th’Erle  of Warwike had

many moo  then  the  Kynge, and therefore, on the  nyght, weningegretly to

have  anoyed the  Kinge, and his  hoste, with  shot  of goones, th’ Erles

fielde  shotte  gunes  almoste  all the nyght.  But, thanked be God! it so

fortuned  that  they alway ovarshote  the  Kyngs  hoste, and  hurtyd  them

nothinge, and the cawse was the  Kyngs  hoste lay muche  nerrar  them  than

they demyd.  And, with  that  also, the Kyng, and his  hoste, kept  passinge

greate silence  alnyght, and made, as who  saythe, no noyse, whereby they

might  nat  know  the  very place  where  they lay.  And, for  that they shulde

not know it, the Kynge suffred no gems to be  shote  on his  syd, all  that
nyght, or els  right  fewe, whiche was to him great  advauntage, for  therby,

they myght  have  estemed the  ground  that  he lay in, and  have  leveled

theire gunns  nere.”

Von Wesel’s account generally agrees with this. The  Arrival]  has the phrase:

‘levelled their gms’.  This would  seem to further indicate  that  these were  light  field

pieces which could be raised or lowered. Warwick clearly did not know Edward’s

true position, and  even  if he  had, it could  have  been difficult for his men to train or

level his artillery on Edward’s forces, if as suggested by von Wesel, they were in  a

hollow on dead ground. If the Yorkist army had found some cover in the darkness

in  a  low lying area, then it is probably not surprising that  plunging fire'from small

flreatms would cause few casualties. The handgm in particular at  this  stage of its

development, was much more effective when fired into dense bodies of men at

short range, where accuracy was not so important and where it  would  have  greater

penetration, produce ricochets and cause great  confusion.“
Von Wesel  next  describes how:

at daybreak, around  four  o’clock  they became aware  of  each other, but  a

thick  fog came  down as it  did, too, in  London  so that  neither  side was

able to see the  other  "

It is possible  that  the foggy conditions had  been made worse by the smoke created

by Warwick’s bombardment  thus  reducing visibility further. He  then  states:

Finally, King Edward’s  artillery overcame Warwick’s ordonnance, but

the others  struggled  so  manfully that  their  shooting was a  marvel, for in

very truth  over  10,000  broken  arrows  still  lie  around there. ‘2

It has  been  said  that  for  a  battle  such as  Bamet  10,000 arrows  shot  would be  a

conservative  estimate." However it may be that  this  was meant simply to denote a

‘large number’ to emphasise the ferocity of the battle. Also, the foggy conditions

may not have allowed the prolonged use of archery, and it is possible here that
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2. Battle of Bamct, 2nd. Phase. The line of battle has now  swung from  east-west to almost  north-south  due to the left  wing of each  army  giving  ground.
Oxford with  some of his force  returns, but by mistake strikes the flank of  Montague’s  division in its new position. There are cries of treason and  Oxford’s
mcn flee the  battlefield  in confusion. Edward commits the last of his reserve and  Warwick’s battle-line disintegmtcs, resillting  in victory for the Yorkist
army.



Edward’s mercenary handgunners proved their effectiveness by firing at relatively
close range where  their  fire would be much more significant. The  Arrival]  seems to

agree  that  the  battle  quickly came to  close' quarters, stating that Edward:
avancyd  bannars, dyd blowe up trumpets, and set  upon  them, firste  with

shotte, and, than and sone, they joyned and  came  to  hand-strokes,

wherein  his enemies  manly and coragiously receyved them, as well in

shotte  as in  hand-stroks  whan  they ioyned.“

Unfortunately common to  most  contemporary descriptions of battles during the
Wars of the  Roses, there  is  little  detail in the written sources of strategies employed

or actual fighting. Waurin however does make some comments concerning the
leaders. He  states  that  just before  battle  King Edward mounted his horse and
encouraged his men, and then fought bravely together  with  his brothers Clarence
and Gloucester, as well as Earl Rivers and Lord Hastings. Perhaps drawing on his
own experience as a soldier, he colourfully reports how Montage performed great
exploits by cutting off the heads and  arms of all  those  he encountered, but in spite of
his great courage was cut down and killed.“5 The  Arrival]  stresses how important
and morale enhancing Edward’s presence was in the thick of the fighting, where he:

with  great  violence, bett  and  bare  down afore hym all  that  stode  in hys
way, and, than, turned  to the  range, first on that one  hand, and  than  on

that othar hand, in lengthe, and so bet and  bare them downe, so  that

nothing myght stande  in the  syght  of hym and the welle asswred
felowshipe  that  attendyd trewly upon hym“

Edward’s display of great physical prowess coupled with his qualities of courage

and leadership should not be underestimated in the outcome of the battle. Even

during a time when commanders were expected to lead by personal example, he

clearly provided great inspiration in the centre of the fight.
Von Wesel  then  describes how in the struggle:

3,000 of King Edward’s  followers fled to the rear, which, however

neither side  was able to  detect because of the fog."

This could refer to the collapse of the Yorkist left wing after it had been outflanked
by Warwick’s right wing. Von Wesel makes no mention of the misalignment of the

two battle lines but continues by saying that Warwick’s  forces, presumably
wheeling round from their  right  and attacking Edward’s baggage train then:

took  about 7,000  horses and  took King Henry to halfway between Bamet
and St.  Albans  where King Edward’s  forces caught  up with them  and re-
captured Henry, so it is said.“

This event  is not mentioned in any other source but should not be discounted. Such

an action could be possible amid the confusion, and it may have been ignored by
the  Arrival], perhaps  being regarded as unimportant or diminishing Edward’s
reputation. Von Wesel  then  goes on to say that  by eight o’clock King Edward had
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won the day and that  both  Warwick and Montague  w'ere  dead together with many

others. He goes on to  confirm that  the nobles killed on Edward’s side were Lord
Cromwell, Lord  Saye  and Sir Humphrey Bourchier, and somewhat ambiguously
that: ‘on  both  sides about 1,500 men were killed'.“9 The number of dead reported

vary. Sir John Paston wrote  that  in the battle 1,000 men were killed, Philip de
Commines  states  that 1,500 of Edward’s men were killed, The  Great  Chronicle  has

3,000 dead from both armies, and Warkworth gives  a  figure of 4,000 killed on both
sides.‘0

The  Aftermath  of the  Battle

Von Wesel  then  describes the sorry plight of the wounded where he  states  that

most of the wounds were in the face or lower half of the body." Later in the letter

he writes  that:
those who had set out  with good  horses and  sound bodies returned  home
with sorry nags and bandaged faces, some  without  noses and preferred to

stay indoors.’2

He comments that amongst Warwick’s forces, Exeter had  been  wounded but

escaped, and that Oxford, his two brothers and Lord Beaumont had also managed

to get away. Among the Yorkists, the Duke of Gloucester and Lord Scales are

reported as being wounded.” In this passage concerning the wounded, von Wesel

states that:

And on  Warwick's  side  there  were  a  good  three or  four  thousand men

more than on  King Edwards’s  side.”

This would not be surprising, as high levels of  casualties would be expected during
the pursuit from the  battle  when Warwick’s line broke. Von Wesel describes the

false rumours reaching London initially that  Warwick had won the  battle, and the
confusion  this caused where: '

many were distressed and many rejoiced so  that many ruffians rose up in

London and began to brawl from which happenings all Germans should

and did keep clear.”

We are then told of the return of  King Edward, bringing back ‘King Henry’ and his
victorious procession on the afternoon of Easter Sunday, when Edward rode to St.
Paul’s  bringing his two shot-tom banners and offering them up at the northern rood
altar. He  goes  on to describe how on the morning of Easter Monday, the bodies of

the Earl of Warwick and the Marquis of Montague, were brought in two wooden
coffins and were placed in St. Paul’s so they co_uld  be seen by everyone and so

avoid any rumours  that  they could have escaped. He ends his letter by describing
how on the Tuesday after Easter, the news had aed that Queen Margaret, Prince
Edward and their forces had landed at Falmouth in Cornwall with seventeen ships,
and how Edward was mobilising his forces in return.’6
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The  Position  of the  Duke  of  Gloucester  at  Barnet

Barnet was the first major battle in which Richard, Duke of Gloucester had fought,
but unfortunately there is  little  information as to his  exact  role.’7 It is likely that  he
would  have  held  a  position  of command. During the Wars of the Roses it was
common for armies to be organised into three divisions or ‘wards’ for tactical

reasons to help make  large numbers of men more manageable. Later when

confronting the enemy force, the  so-called vanward, mainward and rearward could
have formed up as three groups or  ‘battles' in the line with two wings and a  centre
battle, though  this  is an oversimplification and by no  means universal during the
battles  of this period.”

Most modern accounts of the  battle  of Barnet assume  that  Richard commanded
the forward or vanguard largely through  The  Great Chronicle  of London, and the
later chronicle of Edward Hall.” Because of this, writers have tended to position

him in the so-called traditional  place  of honour, in command of the  right  wing,
with  Edward and  Clarence holding the centre, and Hastings on the left. However at
the battle of Tewkesbury the following month, the  Arrivall  clearly states that
Richard commanded the vanguard and subsequently the left wing, which would
appear to negate the argument for automatically placing him on the right at

Barnet.“o

There is evidence  that  Gloucester did command the left wing at Barnet, but

none to say that  he was positioned on the right. It is clear from the  Arrival]  that  it

was the ‘west  end’ or right wing of Warwick’s army which overlapped the Yorkist
left where:

the one ende of theyr  batayle  ovarrechyd  th’end  of the  Kyngs battayle,
and so, at  that end,  they were  myche  myghtyar than  was the  Kyngs
bataile... (and)...  had a  gretar  distres upon  the Kyngs party, wherefore
many flede  towards  Barnet, and so  forthe  to  London."

The  Great  Chronicle, states  that  during the battle:
$00  that  it  happid  therle  of Oxynfford to  sett upon  the  wyng or end of the
duke  of  Glowcetirs  people  & afflyr  sharp ftygth  slew a  certayn of  theym
& put the  Remenant  to  ffiygth,  and  anoon  as  they had  a whyle  chacid
such  as ffied, soom  Retoumyd  &  flyll  to Ryfelyng &  soom  of  theym
wenyng that  all had  been  wonne Rood  In  alle haast to  London, &  there
told  that  kyng Edward  hadd lost  the feeld.‘sz

If we accept the  Arrival]  '5  statement  that it was the right  wing of Warwick’s forces

which overlapped the Yorkist left wing, then  it it must have been Oxford who was

in command of the right, outfianking and routing Edward’s left, under Gloucester.

Fabyan also implies  that  Oxford was in this position by stating that in the  battle:
the  sayde  erle of  Oxenforde  & his  company quytte  theym  so  manfully, that
he bare  ouer that  parte of the feldde  whiche  he  sette vpon, so ferforthly, that
tydynges  came to  London that  kynge Edwarde hadde  loste the feldde."
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An additional piece of evidence is  given  by Philip de Commines, who in his
account of the battle wrote  that:

the  battle  was sharp and bloody:  both  sides  fought  on  foot;  and the  king’s
vanguard suffered extremely in  this action“

From this it seems likely that  it was the Yorkist vanguard  that  held the lefl wing, as
the men there would have suffered high casualties when they were outflanked.
Though The  Great Chronicle  is a rather late source, and both it and  Commine’s
account contain- inaccuracies, they could possibly be correct concerning these
details. The only evidence is therefore  that  the Duke of Gloucester after
commanding the van, held the left wing at Bamet  exactly as he did at Tewkesbury
a few weeks later.

It is entirely credible that Richard was present in  some  of the fiercest fighting
of the battle as von Wesel indicates  that  he was wounded, and later he made

arrangements for prayers to be said for men ‘slayn in his service at the batelles of
Bemett, T ukysbery or at any other feldes’, some of whom would  have  made up his
personal bodyguard.“ If together with his captains, he was successful in rallying

the  remnants  of the  shattered  left wing around his banner at Bamet, it would have

maintained Edward’s confidence in his ability to continue to lead the van into

battle  at Tewkesbury and finally crush the Lancastrian  cause.

The  Numbers Involved  in the  Battle  of  Barnet

It is notoriously difficult to assess the  size  of medieval  armies, a  problem which
Charles Ross called  ‘vexed  and  vexing’ in view of the often highly exaggerated
numbers given by chroniclers.“6 The military historian, Alfred Burne has

cemented that: ‘numbers in  a  medieval battle are usually the  most  controversial

item’." Sir Charles Oman who called Bamet ‘one of the great regular  battles  of the
Wars of the  Roses’, considered that: ‘despite all exaggeration by chroniclers the
armies of Towton and Bamet could not be put at less than ten thousand men a
side’.“8 From an examination of the sources for the battle of Bamet, this seems

likely and some  tentative conclusions are possible.
Most  historians still generally assume  that  Warwick’s forces greatly

outnumbered Edward’s. This is largely based on the  Arrival!  and to some extent

Warkworth’s chronicle. The  Arrival]  gives the final total for the Yorkists at  9,000

men, while Warwick’s army are said to have ‘nombrid them selves’ at  30,000."

This underestimates the size of Edward’s force and grossly over-exaggerates the
strength of his enemy, both to increase his achievements and also to show  that  his
cause was true by virtue of God granting him the  ‘perfite’ victory.” To produce and
emphasise a huge difference in numbers in a trial by battle over what seems
impossible odds, was to create a powerful message of God giving victory to
Edward, a  familiar theme in the fifteenth" century, where war could be portrayed as
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an acceptable way of restoring justice to  society.  Henry V, had been seen in a
similar light as the Judas Maccabeus of his day, after the battle of Agincourt.’l

The  Arrival]  gives detailed figures for each body of men joining Edward’s
fellowship after his landing, but if  these are examined  a  total  figure much greater
than 9,000 is reached. Edward lands  with  2,000 men, and is met by Sir William

Parr and Sir James Harrington at Nottingham with 600 men.’2 He is then joined at
Leicester by ‘ryght-a-fayre felawshipe of folks, to the nombar of 3,000  men’ loyal
to William Hastings and later by Clarence  with  ‘mo than  4,000  men’.73 This  does
not take into account smaller numbers joining his  cause such  as at Wakefield
where ‘his nombar was encreasyed’." The Yorkist forces, now numbering close  to

10,000 men would  have  again increased substantially in London where the  Arrival]
states that Edward expected the assistance of

his trwe lords, lovars  and servaunts, whiche  were  there  in  thos  panes, in

great nombar.’5

Similarly later Edward is described as having:
many greate and  myghty frinds, lovars, and  servitors  within  the sayd
citie, whiche would  not  have  fayled by dyvers  enterprises have  made the
citie open  unto  hym.’6

Substantial numbers of men could be  expected  to be raised by nobles such as Lord

Bemers and Lord Howard, though  time  would  have  been a constraining factor.
Edward  would have  attempted to recruit as many men as possible from the  capital,
where he obviously still  enjoyed considerable support.

The author of the  Arrival]  does give us some idea of the enemy forces when it
was estimated that at Newark, Oxford and Beaumont’s men numbered  4,000  and

subsequently Warwick had  6  or 7,000 men at Coventry." The isolated nature of

these forces played a part in their being unwilling to  tackle  Edward on their own.
No figure is given for Montague’s forces but apart from any other reasons for not
offering battle  the  Arrival!  states that  Montague  could:

not  have  gatheryd, ne made, a  felashipe of  nombar sufficient  to  have
openly resistyd hym in hys qwarrel."

The  Arrival!  does  also suggest  that  prior to withdrawing into  Coventry Warwick
may have: ‘thowgt not to be of swfficient powere to gyve hym  batayle’ or else that
he  lacked  ‘hardines and cowrage’.79 Later we are  told  that  Warwick left Coventry
with  a  ‘great  puissance’, with all forces being combined. The figures  above  give
some idea of the total  size  of the army, which  contrasts strongly with  the later
figure of 30,000 that  they are said to have numbered themselves. The  Arrival]

describes Warwick’s difficulties in raising levies, and use of threats to do so,

stating how before withdrawing into  Coventry, Warwick:
cowthe  nat arrayse the people  with  good  will, he streyghtly charged them
to  come  forthe  upon payne  of deathe.”
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In spite of the propagandist nature of the  Arrival], Warwick may have had genuine
problems in raising men.

Warkworth writes  that  while in the midlands prior to the arrival of Clarence,

Warwick and Montague had 4,000 men or more, and at Bamet  that  Warwick had

20,000  men.“I He gives Edward’s strength as 7,000 shortly after his entry into
London.“2 Zanoto Spinola on the 26  April, wrote from Bruges  that  Edward had
about 7,000 men on entering London, and that.Warwick had 10,000 men.“3 A  letter
though from Margaret, Duchess of Burgundy, states that  Edward had 12,000 men.“

In later years the writer Polydore Vergil considered  that  Edward had the larger
force after mastering in London ‘a new army of  most  hable yowthes’.85 Almost
certainly using his account, Edward Hall, in his chronicle, gives a colourful
description of King Edward’s forces, whose men were well equipped with:

hamesse, weapons, horse, and all other engines, instrumentes  mete  for the

warre, and how on Easter Eve at  Bamet:  he encamped his  army, and  least
his  enemies  should  compel  him to  fight that night, he enuironed his
campe  with  newe fortifications and  trenches: for tariying that night, was
to hym a  synguler  profite, and to his  enemies a  greate  detriment:

Consideryng the longer he  taried, the more  people  came to his aide, the
more stronger was his power, and the  stronger  that  his power  was, so
much weaker  was the part of the aduersaries, whiche  was farre  from  all

sucor, and hoped of no newe  relief  or comforte.“

Hall echoing Polydore Vergil considered that Edward was  still  attracting new men
to his banner, and gives Edward the larger number of men, saying how at the  onset
of  battle: .

Archers  first shot, and  bill  men  theim  folowed, Kyng Edward, hauying

the greater nomber of  men, valiauntly set on his enemies.m

Later he refers to  a  reserve kept in waiting where:
Kyng Edward  being wery of so  long a conflict, and  willyng to se an  end,
caused  a  great crewe of freshe men (whiche he had for  this onely
pollecie, kepte  all daie in  store), to set on  their  enemies, in maner  being
wery and  fatigate.“

It is difficult to know how much credence to give to the accounts of Vergil and
Hall. Both were written a long time after the events described, in a different
political climate, and contain information of dubious accuracy.  They are however
worth  noting and may draw on a tradition  that  Edward’s forces were not greatly
outnumbered, and importantly, were still growing at the time of the conflict.

Von Wesel’s assessment of the size of the Yorkist forces is generally larger
than the other contemporary ones. He describes Edward as having 2,400 men at his
landing, and then having 15,000 men after joining forces  with  Clarence.89 He does
not describe the numbers joining the Yorkists during the campaign, but later puts
Edward’s forces at 20,000 when  they were mustered at St.  John’s  Field.” P.W.
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Hammond states  that  von Wesel may have  seen the muster, and thus have been in a

good position  to know how large Edward’s forces  were, but mistakenly quotes the

earlier figure of 15,000 and not  20,000." He also  states  that  von  Wesel  estimated

that Warwick’s army had 3,000 more men than the Yorkists, but this figure appears

in the description of the wounded, and  could  reflect the  higher  number of casualties

in  Warwick’s  army, and not the  total  number of combatants.92

In his description of the  battle, von Wesel says  that  3,000 of King Edward’s

followers had fled to the rear, an  event  not realised by both  sides due to the fog.93 If

this was the size of the left  battle, then as  stated  by Hammond, three battles and a

reserve  would  give a  total  of about 12,000  men?“ This assumes  however, that the

centre would be no larger  than  either wing, and implies a large reserve.

Like any other  writer, von Wesel  could have  misjudged or heard reports

exaggerating the size of Edward’s force, but his estimates are important and should

be considered together  with  other contemporary sources, in  giving a balanced view

of the  battle.  Unfortunately he is able to give no  estimate of the  size  of Warwick’s

army, only infommtion  on the wounded and the dead, and the  size  of Warwick’s

force remains more difficult to  assess, compared to Edward’s. If all of the available

figures are taken into account, including the detailed subtotals from the  Arrival], it

is possible that the  size  of each side was  closer than  usually assumed, perhaps both

armies in the region of 12-14,000 men, with neither side having a  major advantage

in numbers.
In all descriptions the  battle  was a very close  thing, probably lasting three to

four hours, with  both  sides using all their reserves of manpower. From von Wesel’s

account the  battle  was fierce and hard-fought, with poignant  reference to the

wounded.
May God  have pity at  this  wretched  spectacle, for it is  said that there  has

been  no fiercer  battle  in England for the  last hundred  years than  happened
last  Easter as  I  have  described.“5
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